Enroll in the Emergent Plus
plan today and protect you
and your family against the
financial burden of massive
out-of-pocket ambulance
costs, all at an affordable
group rate.

EMERGENT PLUS MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
A MASA MTS Membership provides the ultimate peace of mind at an
affordable rate for emergency ground and air transportation service within the
United States and Canada, regardless of whether the provider is in or out of a
given group healthcare benefits network.
After the group health plan pays its portion, MASA MTS works with providers
to deliver our members $0 in out-of-pocket costs for emergency transport.

Emergent Air Transportation

DID YOU KNOW?

25PEOPLE

MILLION

are sent to the emergency room
through ground or air ambulance
every year.

In the event of a serious medical emergency, Members have access to
emergency air transportation into a medical facility or between medical
facilities.

Emergent Ground Transportation

In the event of a serious medical emergency, Members have access to
emergency ground transportation into a medical facility or between medical
facilities.

Insurance companies may
not cover all air and ground
ambulance expenses which can
result in excessive bills.

Non-Emergency Inter-Facility Transportation

In the event that a member is in stable condition in a medical facility but
requires a heightened level of care that is not available at their current medical
facility, Members have access to non-emergency air or ground transportation
between medical facilities.

Repatriation/Recuperation

Suppose you or a family member is hospitalized more than 100-miles from
your home. In that case, you have benefit coverage for air or ground medical
transportation into a medical facility closer to your home for recuperation.

$5,000
$60,000

14 /MONTH

$

Contact Your MASA MTS Representative, Financial Benefit Services
to learn more about membership plan options.
contactus@fbsbenefits.com

800-583-6908

The information provided in this product sheet is for informational purposes only. The benefits listed, and the descriptions thereof, do not represent the full terms and conditions applicable for usage and may only be offered
in some memberships. Premiums vary depending on the benefits selected. Commercial Air and Worldwide coverage are not available in all territories. For a complete list of benefits, premiums, and full terms and conditions
please refer to the applicable member service agreement for your territory. MASA MTS products and services are not available where prohibited. For Florida residents, Medical Air Services Association of Florida, Inc. is doing
business as MASA MTS and is a prepaid limited health service organization licensed under Chapter 636, Florida Statutes, license number: 65-0265219 operating in Florida at 1250 S. Pine Island Road, Suite 500, Plantation, FL
33324. MASA Global, MASA MTS and MASA TRS are registered trade names of Medical Air Services Association, Inc., an Oklahoma corporation.
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